Precision Saw Chain Sharpening System
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Take the Next Leap in
Saw Chain Technology
PowerSharp® is an easy-to-use, precision sharpening
system that gives chain saw users the power to
sharpen their PowerSharp® chain in a matter of seconds
with a simple-to-use attachment.

Patent-pending features make PowerSharp® a major advance
over other sharpening methods - past or present
As the chain moves through the bar-mount sharpener,
the unique top-sharpening cutters contact the stone.
The guidance drive link works together with the
cutter, cutter depth gauge, and depth gauge
tie strap to provide the stability required
to create a precision cutting edge.

Fast. From dull to sharp in as little as 3 seconds.
Easy. Only three steps to faster, easier cutting.
Portable. Bar-mount sharpener is lightweight, durable,
and highly visible.
Precise. Exact alignment between cutter and honing
surface for perfect angles and knife-sharp edges.
Tough. PowerSharp® saw chain stays sharp three times
longer than OREGON® 91VG saw chain.
Patent Pending

The diamond-coated dresser link resurfaces the stone,
ensuring flat cutter-to-stone contact.

PowerSharp.com
Fits Most Popular
Chain Saw Brands

Stihl®

14"
Husqvarna®

Craftsman®,
Poulan®, and
Homelite®

Stihl®

and other brands

16"
Husqvarna®

18"
Craftsman®, Craftsman®,
Poulan®, and Poulan®, and
Homelite®
Homelite®

and other brands

and other brands

Chain & Sharpening Stone

PS50

PS52

PS52

PS55

PS56

PS56

PS62

Bar-Mount Sharpener w/Bar*

539454

---

539453

539456

---

539455

539457

Starter Kit

541650
541219

544852

541652
541220

541655
541221

544856

541656
541222

541662
541223

(Part numbers vary by retailer)

*Use the bar-mount sharpener only with PowerSharp® chain. Attempted use with other chain will
damage the chain and sharpener.

Easy to Use
PowerSharp® is a system that includes
the PowerSharp® chain, the PowerSharp®
guide bar, and the PowerSharp® barmount sharpener. Together, they work
to make sharpening simple and easy.

Attach: When the chain dulls from normal use, dirt
contact, or rock strikes, simply attach the bar-mounted
sharpener to the PowerSharp® guide bar. Twin guide holes
in the tip of the bar make perfect alignment foolproof.

sharpen: Press the tip of the sharpener to a solid surface
for 3-5 seconds.

POWERSHARP® DISPLAY comes with 10 starter kits and 10 replacement chain and
sharpening stone packs for the most popular applications. Two each of the following
parts are included: PS50, 541650, PS52, 541652, PS55, 541655, PS56, 541656,
PS62, 541662.

cut: And it’s back to the job, working faster with less effort.

warning! All saw chain can kick back, which may result in severe injury to saw operator or bystander. Operate your saw safely. Read and follow all
warnings in your saw operator’s manual and OREGON® chain safety and maintenance instructions.
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OREGON® provides original equipment
to the industry and has been the world
leader in saw chain since 1947.
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